
2018 Series 9 Woke Like Jesus: Part 2

Being woke is about seeing what’s really 
going on in the world. 

Being woke isn’t just about having all the right opinions about 
difficult issues. It’s about seeing the world more like God sees 
the world and letting that change how we live. And we can be 

woke...because of Jesus.



Part 1: Large Group Intro
● Woke Like Jesus Bumper Video
● Welcome, announcements, expectations, game, worship
● Push to Instagram: @crds_sm

Part 2: Weekly + Series info
● Welcome to the Weekly, where we connect, have fun, and get opportunities to experience God.

○ This is a great spot to talk without fear of judgment about all the complex issues in the world.
○ No matter what you believe about God, church, social issues—you’re welcome here.

● We’re in a series called Woke Like Jesus. Being woke is more than just having all the right opinions on 
all the most difficult issues. Being woke is about seeing the world more closely to how God sees the 
world.

○ And we can look at the life of Jesus to see how God sees the world and wants us to interact with 
it.

○ If you follow @crds_sm on Instagram, we’re posting about Jesus’ actual life the entire month of 
November. And we’re talking about Jesus when we go live too. So, turn on notifications. 

Part 3: Video - Woke Like Jesus | Episode 2

Part 4: Empathy + Authority
● REACT: Take a few seconds to react to something you found funny or interesting in the video.
● BIG IDEA: Systems can’t give you your true identity and purpose. Political systems can’t. The foster 

system can’t. The justice system can’t. Getting super rich can’t. Being super poor can’t. Jesus can.
● CONNECT: Share from your story to help connect students with the big idea. (about 2-5 min)

○ Talk about how you’ve tried to find identity and purpose from systems instead of Jesus.
○ How did God show up and shine light on that sin in your life?
○ Talk about how your life is changing as you compare your belief system to what Jesus said and 

did. What have you had to change? How has it been difficult? How has it been rewarding?
● Before you head to breakout groups, take a minute to think about these questions. Write down anything 

that comes to your mind.
○ When was a time when you were a jerk because you had a really strong opinion?
○ Take a minute to start making a list of who or what is forming most of your really strong opinions.

*BREAKOUT GROUPS should be about 35 minutes long.

Woke Like Jesus | Part 2
LARGE GROUP (15-20 min)

BIG IDEA
Systems can’t give you 
your true identity and 
purpose. Jesus can.

NEXT STEP
Compare your opinions with 

what Jesus said and did.



Icebreaker (5 min)
What’s the funniest 

bumper sticker you’ve 
ever seen?

Woke Like Jesus | Part 2
BREAKOUT (30+ min)

BIG IDEA
Systems can’t give you 
your true identity and 
purpose. Jesus can.

NEXT STEP
Compare your opinions with 

what Jesus said and did.

Strong Opinions (10 min)
Look at the list you started making. What are some 

things you think are forming your really strong opinions? 
Take a couple minutes to add some more things to that 

list. If you have to, do a little self-investigation…

What do your social media profiles say about your 
opinions? What do your social media posts say about 

your identity and opinions? What about the clothes you 
wear? What do you want people to know about your 

personality and character? Do you have any stickers on 
your laptop, in your locker, on your car, or on your 

phone? Think back to your last heated argument. What 
was that all about? Does your blood pressure spike 
when you see certain public figures on TV or in your 
news feed? Who have you deleted or unfollowed on 

social media recently?

Those questions can help us get thinking about more 
than just our opinions—but about what we really 

believe about our identity and purpose.

Now look at what Jesus says he’s all about.
Luke 4:18-19

“The Spirit of the Lord is on me, because he has 
anointed me to proclaim good news to the poor. He has 

sent me to proclaim freedom for the prisoners and 
recovery of sight for the blind, to set the oppressed free, 

to proclaim the year of the Lord’s favor.”

Next Step
This week, keep adding to your list of what’s forming 

your strong opinions. Start to compare your identity and 
purpose with what Jesus said and did.

Discussion (15 min)
1. What’s something that stood out to you 

from the video? Why did it stand out?

2. When was a time when you were a jerk 
because you had a really strong opinion? 
Why do you think you acted like you did?

3. When was a time when you shut your mouth 
and didn’t say anything—even though 
saying something was the right thing to do? 
Why do you think you didn’t say something?
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Large Group
Item Usage Details Provided by

Quarter Sheet of Paper 1 per student 8x11, cut into quarter sheets site

Pens 1 per student 
(reusable) site

Small Group
Item Usage Details Provided by

Bible 1 per group site

Pens
1 per student 

(reusable)
site


